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GRIDCON® ACF active filters –
a clean grid for efficient
and stable production.
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Saving energy and keeping the grid clean
Drives technology has changed rapidly over the last
few years. Thanks to the progress made in the field
of power electronics, variable frequency drives are
now common. They offer high efficiency and a good
power factor and thereby help operators to save
energy. The frequency converters used to regulate
them however supply the grid with harmonics and
thereby impair the power quality. Industrial distribution networks often therefore display high loads with
harmonics – under certain circumstances, even the
standards for the point of coupling with the public
grid are violated.
Impermissible disturbances in power quality can have
serious consequences: if a sensitive device, such as
an electronic control unit, is damaged by harmonics,
this may result in problems extending right up to
production failure. Further power quality challenges
are reactive power, load unbalance and flicker. Active
filters can reliably and highly accurately compensate
for these disturbances. They take the strain off the
grid, extend the service life of devices and increase
the safety of industrial systems.
Active filters ensure clean grids in a whole host of
sectors and applications, for example:
I Chemical industry
I Offshore platforms and ships
I	Steel plants
I Water treatment and pump stations
I	Paper industry
I Oil and gas
I Mining
I	Power generation from renewable sources
I Automotive industry
I	Larger printing plants
I Cranes
I Data centers
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An active impact in the grid
This slogan is based on the following line of thought:
if both reactive power and harmonics in a low voltage
distribution board are fully compensated for, only
active power is obtained from the grid. This explains
the name active filter which stems from active power
filter. Active filters make this possible because they
function as a regulated current source. They compensate for disturbances in the grid by feeding (phase
opposite) a current of just the frequency and amplitude needed.
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GRIDCON® ACF active filters –
the new generation of filters
for very exacting demands.

Separate fan
for cooling the peripheral components,
protection degree up
to IP 54 possible

Touch panel
with own
operating system

Modular concept:
up to four independent power modules
(IPUs) per cabinet

IPU IGBT power
unit with autonomous
control and
self-monitoring

Slot for Anybus
communication
modules

Fan drawer for
simply replacing
the main fans

CCU control
computer with two
processors and
DSC technology

Behind the terminal compartment: isolated ventilation duct
without live parts for the IGBT's
main cooling – air is supplied
through the floor / base
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Adjustable control transformer combined with wide
range DC supply allows for
use in low-voltage grids the
world over

Everything professionals need:
designed for practical use

The GRIDCON® ACF series is the fourth generation of active filters from Power Quality (PQ)
division. The new devices offer the level of
reliability and safety you would expect – even
beyond standard operational voltages and
under demanding environmental conditions
(e.g. offshore). They are also optimized with
regard to operation and installation. Even
if this simplifies many things, the comprehensive and personal service of Power Quality
remains – from the first network analysis to
the final parameter setup for the filters.

I Operation up to 690 V and higher at full power without derating
I	High power density and compact design
I	Low losses
I Overvoltage category III up to 1000 V –
even in grids with isolated star point (IT network configuration)
I	Various applications:
– Dynamic reactive power compensation
up to large systems with 3 Mvar and more
– Filtering harmonics up to the 51st order
– Load balancing
– Flicker compensation

MIO mobile
measurement unit
Can be used in decentralized
manner: The MIO can be
positioned near current
transformers if necessary.
A standard network cable
connects to the control
computer.

Four current inputs can be used separately
I Measurement with high-precision A/D converters
I Can be switched over: 1A / 5A
I Can be overloaded: up to 100 A for 1 second

Isolated digital inputs
and outputs

Measurement voltage
up to 1000 V and high
overvoltage resistance
(CAT III)
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GRIDCON® ACF active filters –
building on experience.
Development of the fourth generation of filters built on the vast
amount of experience PQ has acquired in the design and operation
of passive and active filters. The result is a well-thought-out and
modular concept, enabling smooth use in the various network
voltages around the world, short delivery times and good reliability.

Consistently modular concept
cuts costs and delivery times

3-level technology – low losses
and high overvoltage capacity

A cabinet contains up to four power modules with
a rated current of 125 A at operational voltages of
up to 690 V. The compensation power can be sized
accordingly and gradually extended using additional
modules or cabinets. Standardizing the components
ensures short delivery times and cuts costs. Further
savings can be made if active filters are combined
with systems for passive reactive power compensation.

At the heart of the GRIDCON® ACF active filter lies
a 3-level IGBT circuit – illustrated and explained in
detail on page 13. Compared with inverters, which
are based on a 2-level architecture, the output
current of a 3-level device displays less ripple. The
effort involved in output current smoothing and
disturbance suppression can therefore be reduced
and there are fewer losses. Furthermore, series
connection of IGBTs in a 3-level filter translates into
considerably higher overvoltage capacity. As well as
higher voltages, this also opens up the possibility of
compensating for harmonics of an even higher order.
They do however require greater effort for control
and monitoring than the 2-level variant. GRIDCON®
ACF therefore has an intelligent protection concept.
For example, each power module has an integrated,
multi-stage inherent monitoring function.

High stability, short service times
The modular structure makes the GRIDCON® ACF
series resilient to errors. Should a module fail, the
other units can continue to function and will bridge
operation until the error is rectified. Diagnosis of
disturbances is also well-thought-out. The system's
operating statuses are recorded on an SD memory
card in the controller. If necessary, the data can be
read out and sent to PQ for evaluation. The system
is furthermore designed such that individual components can be quickly and easily replaced by the
operator.
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Quality for the medium-voltage grids
The switchgear for low and medium voltage are often
in separate locations. To allow for smooth measurements in medium-voltage grids, the MIO measurement unit can also be located outside the active
filter cabinet and connected with it using a standard
network cable. The current inputs of the MIO can be
overloaded and are very resistance to overvoltages.
Applications at higher voltage levels usually mean
higher power levels. GRIDCON® ACF delivers 3 Mvar
and more per system and is therefore also suited to
dynamic medium voltage applications.
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NetWORKeD ARChIteCtuRe,
FlexIble INstAllAtION AND
sIMple hANDlING.
www
Digital
in / out

tCp/Ip

4 x voltage measurement

MIO***

4 x current measurement

DsC**

touch panel
up to four further control computers per DsC**
DsC**

Flexible incorporation
in industrial
networks thanks to
Anybus interface

Ipu* 4

Ipu* 3

IGbt power unit
Distributed synchronous Control
Measurement / Input / Output

the networked architecture of the GRIDCON® ACF provides
great flexibility: an Anybus interface on the controller makes
light work of incorporation in industrial networks. Furthermore, all internal connections offer simple, error-free mounting
and particularly reliable transfer – even under the influence of
electromagnetic disturbance. the internal networking allows
for good spatial flexibility. For example, GRIDCON® ACF and
MIO can be installed in different rooms.
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Ipu* 2

Ipu* 1

Ipu*:
DsC**:
MIO***:

the current can also be measured at different points with
one or more MIOs. this is important for supply networks
for example, which have several feeders or an emergency
power supply. the DsC (Distributed synchronous Control)
technology ensures synchronous communication between
all components - ensuring that the spatially distributed
measurement and control system of the GRIDCON® ACF
performs well at all times.

Intuitive operation by touch panel
or across the network
The central operating and display element of the
GRIDCON® ACF is a touch panel on the front of the
cabinet. This has a clear menu structure and can
display data in both tables and diagrams. The benefits
of the touch panel include:
I The "Home" view, featuring the main information,
can always be accessed
I Simple programming of filter function with input
instructions
I Explanations and status messages in plain text
I Language can be changed at any time
I Password protection

GRIDCON® ACF can also be operated via the web.
A standard Ethernet network cable makes the filter
Internet-ready. It can therefore be incorporated in
a TCP/IP company network and read out or parameterized remotely using a browser.

Quick and easy error rectification
An SD memory card in the controller contains the
operating system and files used to log the system
operation. The logs saved on the SD memory card can
be read out during servicing. Software updates and
modified sets of parameters can also be easily loaded
from the SD memory card onto the filter. There is no
need for elaborate and costly on-site error analysis.
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MORe pOWeR,
MORe vAlue.
GRIDCON® ACF active filters – stabile network quality in all applications.
large area of use and high power
I the fourth generation of devices offers even more power and saves space:

up to 600 kvar per cabinet, 3 Mvar and more can be realized per complete system
I the optimized power electronics enable use in a wide voltage range of

less than 400 v to more than 690 v
I Given the isolated main cooling duct with low losses, operation under

demanding environmental conditions is possible

Fit for future applications
I the modular concept simplifies subsequent expansion

or modification – allowing the active filter to develop with its remit
I the operator himself can parameterize the device for new or

modified work – life-long ﬂexibility
I GRIDCON® ACF is already able to compensate for harmonics even

beyond the 51st order

Maximum operational reliability with high voltages
I Overvoltage category III at rated voltages of up to 800 v enables

safe operation – even in grids with an isolated star point
I the current and voltage measurement is able to withstand overload yet

still highly accurate which makes use in medium-voltage applications possible
I Comprehensive mechanical and electrical tests, going far beyond the

requirements of type testing, demonstrate the highly robust construction

low life cycle costs
I Modular concept and networked architecture make demand-driven

investments possible and reduce installation and service costs
I Cost-effective solutions can be realized by combining with passive

compensation systems from one source
I Incredibly low losses keep power consumption down and also reduce

the cost of room air conditioning

ease of service and operation
I Intuitive, safe touch panel-based operation and monitoring using the ethernet

or any other networks thanks to optional Anybus communication modules
I If servicing is needed, the operator himself can undertake the simple task of

changing the fan or replacing entire power modules
I Rapid and low-cost commissioning, troubleshooting and product updates
by means of sD memory card and notices in plain text
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GRIDCON® ACF – the details.
The fastest route to stability – speed versus accuracy.

One benefit of the active filter is its speed. This is
of particular importance for flicker compensation
because here the changes in voltage experienced
when switching large consumers need to be absorbed. But speed isn't everything. If an active filter's
regulation is only designed for a rapid rise time,
overshoots may arise. For example if an active filter
is used to compensate for harmonics on a production
line, regulation optimized for accuracy, to prevent
overshoots, is always more useful than as fast a
response as possible. While the response time of the
GRIDCON® ACF is often much less than 1 ms, the
settling time can therefore be parameterized – for
as clean a voltage as possible every time.
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Compensating for harmonics –
rms-current versus peak current
The rms-current is an important parameter of electric
equipment. It can be used, for example, to determine
the electric power of a unit absorbed or generated in
nominal mode. This is calculated from the root mean
square of the current profile actually present. The
diagram shows an example of a sinusoidal current and
the output current of an active filter. The rms-value
of the currents is the same in both cases, but the peak
current for the active filter is considerably higher.
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Active filter output current
Sine wave
Rms-value

If active filters are used to compensate for harmonics, they often have to supply currents the peak
values of which are considerably higher than the
rms-value. This is especially the case if harmonics
are being filtered with a high bandwidth. Simply
stating the rms-current is then not sufficient to
describe the power available for harmonics compensation. GRIDCON® ACF is designed for high peak
currents so that harmonics can always be compensated for with high power.

Desired value
Regulator A
Regulator B
Regulator C

The 3-level technology.
Low losses and high overvoltage capacity.

Fuse

L1
L2
L3

Contactor EMC filter

LCL filter

DC link

~

The 3-level circuit of the GRIDCON® ACF is based on
twelve IGBTs, whereas the conventional 2-level version simply comprises six. The special circuitry halves
the voltage load of the power semiconductors. On the
one hand this results in lower losses and on the other
hand enables use in grids with a higher rated voltage.
The DC link voltage is also higher which allows higher
peak currents to be generated which is essential for

200

3-level inverter

filtering harmonics with a high bandwidth. Another
benefit of the 3-level technology is the lower ripple
of the output current compared with the 2-level
architecture. The split DC link and the larger number
of IGBTs results in an additional third inverter state
at the output. This can be used to make the line filter
and EMC filter more compact with the same switching frequency and thereby reduce losses.
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Technical data.
Technical data

GRIDCON® ACF

Nominal voltage

400 V (max. 800 V) +10%

Nominal frequency

50 Hz / 60 Hz

Peak current

2 x rated current

Connection

3-phase with or without N (TN, TT, IT)

Compensation

1 .. 51st harmonic (50 Hz)

Power-loss

< 2.5 % of compensation power maximum,
< 2.2 % in typical operation, < 0.8 % when idle, < 100 W in standby

Switching frequency

10 kHz (low-loss version)

Control

Internal control computer with two digital signal processors

Device setup
and display

Via touch panel with graphic display, fitted in door or internal web server (TCP/IP) and PC –
No additional software needed

Response time

<< 1 ms

Interfaces

Ethernet (TCP/IP)
Various field buses via Anybus modules (optional)
4 x digital output (isolated)
4 x digital input (isolated)

Current transformer

xx/5 A or xx/1 A (parameterizable), 15 VA, class 1 or better recommended (not included)

Inverter

3-level IGBT with voltage link

Coloring

Standard: RAL 7035 light gray (other colors and designs on request)

Dimensions
(approx. W x D x H)

800 x 600 x 2000 mm
800 x 600 x 2200 mm with optional base, needed for main air supply from front

Number of modules

1

2

690 V (max. 800 V) +10%

3

4

< 2.1 % of compensation power maximum,
< 1.8 % in typical operation, < 0.5 % when idle, < 100 W in standby

1

2

3

4

Compensation power

87 kvar

174 kvar

261 kvar

348 kvar

150 kvar

300 kvar

450 kvar

600 kvar

Rated current

125 A

250 A

375 A

500 A

125 A

250 A

375 A

500 A

Weight

About 340 kg

About 460 kg

About 580 kg

About 700 kg

About 340 kg

About 460 kg

About 580 kg

About 700 kg

Standards

EN 50178, EN 61439-1, EN 61439-2, EN 61000-6-2, EN 61000-6-4, EN 55011

Product designation diagram: GRIDCON® ACF active filters
GRIDCON® ACF
The architecture of the GRIDCON® ACF
offers great flexibility – both in terms
of application and in the bandwidth of
possible deliveries. Given the resulting
diversity, the system designations are
based on the diagram shown here.

3W – 400 V / 4x125 A – PQ4 – IP54
Special features, e.g.
IP54 – enhanced protection degree
LC
– liquid cooling
2xMIO – two separate measurement points
mod – other deviations, e.g. color
PQ4: fourth generation devices (3-level/DSC bus/ …)
PQ3: third generation (2-level)
Number of modules and their rms-current
e.g. 1x / 2x / 10x / 20x
Rated value of operational voltage
e.g. 208 V / 400 V / 690 V / 800 V
Connection variant 3W – three-wire device version
4W – four-wire device version (with neutral conductor compensation)
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Technical data

GRIDCON® ACF

2000

Standard version
with main air supply
through the floor

800
820

600
635

2200

Version with optional
base for main air
supply from front

800
820

600
635

Dimensions of MIO (measurement unit with digital inputs and outputs)

1 2

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

X1 AC

X2 Digital Out

X3 Digital In

1 2 3 4

72

DSC 1

Achtung – Strompfad: K/L
vor Abtrennung kurzschließen
Caution – Current Circuit:
Short-circuit K/L before
disconnecting

– +
X5 DC Supply 24V

X4 Temperaturo

DSC 2

DSC 3

DSC 4

DSC 5

Status
Supply

Current Transformer
X6.1
N K L

X6.2
N K L

X6.3
N K L

X6.4
N K L

121.5

1

X7 Voltage Measurement
4
7
10
PE

31.5
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LOW-VOLTAGE SOLUTIONS:
Maschinenfabrik Reinhausen GmbH
power Quality
Wiebestr. 46
10553 berlin, Germany
phone: +49 30 330915-0
Fax: +49 30 330915-25
email: support.pqm@reinhausen.com
MEDIUM-VOLTAGE SOLUTIONS:
Maschinenfabrik Reinhausen GmbH
power Quality
Alte Chaussee 73
99097 erfurt, Germany
phone: +49 361 30103-0
Fax: +49 361 30103-20
email: support.pqm@reinhausen.com
Maschinenfabrik Reinhausen GmbH
Falkensteinstrasse 8
93059 Regensburg, Germany
phone: +49 941 4090-0
Fax: +49 941 4090-7001
email: info@reinhausen.com
www.reinhausen.com

please note:
the data in our publications may differ from
the data of the devices delivered.
We reserve the right to make changes without notice.
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